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Cyvatar Named Finalist in Computing Security

Excellence Awards 2020

Company Recognized for Top Security Solution for Small and

Medium Enterprises

NEWS RELEASE BY CYVATAR

Irvine, Calif. October 20, 2020 08:34 AM Eastern Daylight Time

Cyvatar today announced that it has been chosen as a �nalist for the Small and Medium
Enterprise (SME) Security Solution Award in Computing’s 2020 Security Excellence
Awards.

Computing celebrates the achievements of the IT industry's leading security companies,
solutions, products, and personalities that keep every other part of the industry operating.
Award categories include product-and project-related recognition, organizational
achievements, and accolades for outstanding individual success.

Computing selected Cyvatar for its cybersecurity-as-a-service (CSaaS) solution for SMEs,
an all-in-one subscription-based o�ering that builds bespoke solutions for customers who
are not large enough to invest in in-house security teams, do not have the runway to
experiment with multiple security tools as they scale, or cannot compete against larger �rms
for the scarce number of skilled resources available. By pairing skilled security experts with
market-leading technologies across the security spectrum and pricing based on consumption,
Cyvatar can deliver guaranteed business outcomes and demystify the complexities inherent
in cyber defense.

“Every organization is di�erent, but most vendors don’t treat them that way,” said Cyvatar
Founder Corey White. “We work side by side with our customers--not across the table from
them--to break down barriers that impede a strong protective posture and create a �exible,
a�ordable environment that fosters positive security experiences. No other services provider
matches the quality of our technology partners, the deep skills of our security experts, or the
business outcomes we guarantee.”

Cyvatar believes in the democratization of cybersecurity, ensuring that protection from
breaches is accessible and a�ordable to SMEs--not just to enterprises with deep pockets and
dedicated security teams. It also believes in teaching and training SMEs to get the most from
every dollar they spend on cybersecurity without the shrouded black-box approach that
requires vendor-speci�c support to operationalize.

And Cyvatar lives its values. Its promise to SMEs states that it will never tell customers to buy
unnecessary products or hire unneeded resources; will ensure customers make the best
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unnecessary products or hire unneeded resources; will ensure customers make the best
security investments for functionality and value; and will consistently deliver maintainable
and sustainable business, compliance, and technology outcomes.

What security challenges are you trying to solve? What barriers do you face? Visit
https://start.cyvatar.ai/ to explore the ways Cyvatar can help.

About Cyvatar 
Cyvatar.ai is a transformative cybersecurity company that operates at the intersection of our 
customers and technology to de�ne what a cybersecurity solution should be: guaranteed 
business outcomes that are measurable. We break down barriers to create positive 
experiences for passionate companies globally. Cyvatar is headquartered in Irvine, California. 
Learn more at https://cyvatar.ai/ and follow us on LinkedIn and Twitter. 
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